
IMPEACHMENT ODDS AND ENDS

I M P E A C H M EN T :  W E EK  T W O

What mattered
IS THE PRESIDENT DEFENSELESS?

After 20+ hours of testimony, questioning
and cross examination, here's what we have
clarity about: All the defenses put up by
President Trump's defenders in the House
were blown apart last week by Lt. Col
Vindman, Amb. Gordon Sondland, Fiona
Hill, David Holmes, and others. Here's a
breakdown of how that happened.

You've heard this nearly daily – possibly hourly – from the president and his defenders. But witnesses who
work for the president, who report to the president, made it clear that that's not accurate. 

DEFENSE #1: THERE WAS NO QUID PRO QUO
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The most obvious of this was the testimony of
Sondland. On Wednesday, Sondland made it clear
that there was a pay-to-play foreign policy regarding
an important White House visit dictated by Trump
and managed by Rudy Guiliani. Eventually, he
testified, it was clear that the security assistance was
also being withheld

You don't have to take Sondland's word for it:
Vindman, former Ambassador to Ukraine Bill Taylor,
Tim Morrison, Assistant Secretary of Defense Laura
Cooper, and even Republican Sen. Ron Johnson of
Wisconsin have all acknowledged the point. 

DEFENSE #2: IT'S ALL HEARSAY

"I followed the express direction of the President of
the United States," Sondland testified. He also noted
that others were made aware of exactly what the
president wanted. "Everyone was in the loop." 

DEFENSE #3: UKRAINE CONSPIRACY

NSC Russian expert Fiona Hill is the poster child for
witnesses, according to a dozen legal analysts
commenting on her testimony. Undaunted by her
surroundings, Hill was quiet, intelligent, prepared,
and substantive. 
 
She set the tone for her testimony by chastising
"those on the panel" who are pushing the narrative
that Ukraine, not Russia, hacked the 2016 election. It
is, she said, "a fictional narrative, and dangerous to
our security. 

Sondland also pushed back on the idea that he was
involved in some kind of rogue effort – the "irregular
channel." Ticking off titles – the president, secretary
of state, national security advisor, chief of staff, and
secretary of engery – Sondland said: "I don't know
how this is an irregular channel, when it's the
leadership that's making the decisions."

DEFENSE #4: TRUMP AS CORRUPTION WARRIOR

This is perhaps the weakest defense of them all. And nearly every witness had testimony that made it
more clear what the president's objective was – and wasn't. Here are a few of the strongest moments.

Lt. Col. Alexander Vindman testified that he prepared talking points for the
president's April congratulatory phone call with Ukraine President Zelensky. They
included pressing on the importance of continuing anti-corruption efforts. 

The president did not bring the topic up in the call, as evidenced by the transcript
the White House released. That didn't stop them from including it in a readout of
topics discussed that was released after the call. Read the transcript of the April call.

Read Vindman's moving opening statement.

Sondland testified that what was most important to the president was that investigations be announced –
and announced by President Zelensky himself in a public forum. “I never heard .. anyone say that the
investigations had to start or had to be completed. The only thing I heard from Mr. Giuliani or otherwise was
that they had to be announced in some form and that form kept changing." Read more.

David Holmes, career foreign service officer and former counselor for political affairs at the U.S. Embassy in
Ukraine, testified that he overheard a phone call between Sondland and the president. After the call,
Sondland told Holmes Trump "doesn't give a shit about Ukraine. He only cares about the big stuff." The big
stuff being things beneficial to the president and specifically "the Biden investigation."

The Ukrainians probably knew the security
assistance was on the block in mid-July. Here's a
breakdown of the somewhat-muddy timeline.

".  This is America. This is the country I have served and defended, that all of my
brothers have served. And here, right matters.

– Lt. Col. Alexander Vindman "
THE FINAL WORD
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